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OVERVIEW

Eco-friendly country house with private vineyard
measuring 2.5 HA of private land and Godello vines,
stunning views and located near natural parks, hiking
trails and beautiful river streams.
This charming eco-friendly country house located in the area of O Barco de
Valdeorras, Ourense, offers good possibilities for anyone looking for a charming
property and would like to manage its vineyard. The property is set in a superb
location and, because of its orientation, benefits stunning views, lots of natural light
and is located in a peaceful setting. Walking distance to natural parks, a short drive to
a small town where all amenties can be found.
The home set on private land of 2.5 HA, offers a house that is easy to maintain, built
in 2004, featuring energy-efficient finishes throughout, three levels of space, a pool
area, an area to produce your own wine and plenty of storage space.

lucasfox.com/go/vig22215
Mountain views, Garden, High ceilings,
Natural light, Vineyards, Wooden flooring,
Parking, Barbecue, Built-in wardrobes,
Chill out area, Double glazing,
Equipped Kitchen, Fireplace, Heating,
Library, Pet-friendly, Playground,
Storage room, To renovate,
Transport nearby, Utility room, Views, Well

Upon entering the property you are greeted by a path that leads to the house. As you
enter the home you have the living room with an open layout kitchen, toilet and guest
bedroom. On the first floor, you have two bedrooms and a shared bathroom. On the
ground floor there is a family room with a kitchen and fireplace and a small wineproducing facility.
The home would be suitable for anyone in the wine business and can manage its
vines. A family or entrepeanur looking to start their own business, or buy the home to
rent it short term and have guests visit the area known for its Godello white wine,
rated by the NY times, one of the most popular wines in Spain and Galicia.
The vines date back to the original samples when they arrived in Galicia, Spain. The
vineyard has the potential to generate approx. 25.000 bottles.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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